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Callipepla squamata, 210, 456
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fire, 193, 271, 315
Florida, 88, 193, 271, 282
food availability, 160
food habits, 160
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Georgia, 46, 135, 282, 338, 348
GIS, 106, 302
gray partridge, 24, 27, 291, 380, 391
guzzlers, 210
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habitat, 106, 135, 172, 193, 251, 302, 410
habitat enhancement, 391
habitat loss, 370





















invertebrate biomass, 16, 66
invertebrate richness, 16, 66
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minimum convex polygon, 489
Minnesota, 302
Mississippi, 220
modern quail management, 338
Montana, 260
Montezuma quail, 322, 426
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Perdix perdix, 24, 27, 291, 380, 391





















prescribed burning, 184, 271




proximal primary feather, 505
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radius of audibility, 38
re-introduction, 391
























scale of management, 271







southeastern USA, 54, 467, 518














telemetry, 54, 467, 518
Tennessee, 121




total body electrical conductivity, 499
Trans-Pecos, 106, 322
U
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Upper Coastal Plain, 348
urbanization, 370







wildlife stand improvement, 184
winter habitat, 432
woody control, 315
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